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INCIDENTS THAT OCCUR ON GOLF COURSES

3,000 Deaths Happen Each Year
95% of Heart Attacks Result in Death

SOURCE: www.golfclubmanagement.com
Proposed Project By EMS Using GIS

PAST PROCEDURE  THE PROBLEM
ULTIMATE GOAL
GIS – What Did We Have???

- Golf Tee & Green Point Layer
- Aerial Photography
- Parcel Information
GIS

PLAN of ATTACK

1. Assign Attribute Data
2. Assign Parcel Info
1. Field Verification

2. Edits Returned to GIS
EMS CAD System
To The Rescue
Lee County Public Safety Golf Course Addressing Project

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dwV2wyy6f0
Please Visit Lee County Maps & Apps
http://leegis.leegov.com/mapsandapps/